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Global market intelligence for 
institutional real assets investment

IPE Real Assets is the leading information resource for the institutional real 
assets investment industry. Through print publications, online media and events 
it delivers critical intelligence, data and analysis of global property markets and 
institutional investors. 

In contrast to traditional real estate publications, IPE Real Assets is plugged 
into the wider world of pensions and investments, drawing on the knowledge 
and connections of the IPE group. At the heart of IPE Real Assets’ coverage 
are the challenges facing pension funds, insurance companies, sovereign wealth 
funds and other institutional capital owners. 

The magazine has widened its remit in recent years to cover the burgeoning 
real assets markets, reflecting a similar shift among institutional investors. We 
apply the same approach to these markets, whether infrastructure, agriculture, 
forestry or alternative property types like healthcare and social housing.

IPE Real Assets magazine is delivered to the top decision-makers and asset 
allocators at pension funds and other institutional investors, including heads 
of real estate, chief investment officers and consultants. It is published six 
times a year.

realassets.ipe.com provides cutting edge daily news on a global basis  
to a global audience.

IPE Real Assets also holds a number of events, including the IPE Real Estate 
Global Conference & Awards, bringing together pension funds and other 
capital owners active in the asset class.
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IPE REAL ASSETS NEWS IN PRINT AND ONLINE

8,758   
Magazine 
readers globally

20,980   
Daily news  
email recipients



IPE Real Assets Magazine Circulation

Geographic distribution
IPE Real Assets’s current audited Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC) average net circulation is 8,758 (July  
2017 to June 2018). The ABC was launched in 1931 in response to a demand from advertisers for independent  
verification of the claims made by advertising sales teams and so provides further transparency for readers  
and advertisers. IPE Real Assets is published bi-monthly and is additionally distributed extensively at  
leading real estate conferences and exhibitions internationally, providing advertisers with additional  
key readers throughout the year.

Company types

*All figures based on the audited May/June 208 issue of IPE Real Assets

8,758 
TOTAL  

CIRCULATION

1,621
19% 
NORTH  

AMERICA

580 
7% 
OTHER

6,557 
74% 
EUROPE

Europe  Copies 
Austria 105
Belgium 168
Denmark 178
Finland 147
France 514
Germany 1,043
Greece 18
Iceland 18
Italy 327
Luxembourg 61
Netherlands 1,043
Norway 66
Portugal 124
Republic of Ireland 120
Spain 183
Sweden 206
Switzerland 420
United Kingdom 1,972 
Other European  
countries 176

Buy Side 

Capital Owners/62%
Pension funds, endowments, charities,
foundations, endowments, sovereign funds  3,193
Financial institutions, Insurance companies  421
Investment Managers, asset managers
(including fund- of- funds)  1,842

Key Influencers/6%
Pension fund consultants  415
Academics, real estate associations,
government, regulators 169

Total Buy side/68% 6,037

Supply Side 

Real estate investment managers (marketing)  1,561
Banks & investment banks  263
Property companies & developers  379

Professional Services
Property agents/consultants  310
Legal, accountancy, management consultancy  65
Data and information providers, index providers, exchanges  78
Financial Communications  40
Other  25

Total Supply Side/32% 2,721

TOTAL CIRCULATION 100% 8,758
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IPE Real Assets Editorial Outline 2019
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 MONTH 

JAN/FEB  
ESG & Impact    
Investing  
Special Issue

MARCH/APRIL   
MIPIM Issue 

MAY/JUNE  
Top 100 Global  
Real Estate 
Investor Issue 

JULY/AUGUST  
Top 100 Global  
Infrastructure
Manager Issue 

SEPT/OCT   
Expo Real and   
Top 100 Global 
Infrastructure
Investor Issue

NOV/DEC   
Top 100 Global 
RE Investment 
manager Issue

SPECIAL  MARKETS  CITY INVESTORS FUNDS 
FOCUS & SECTORS FOCUS

l Impact l Aviation l Paris l UK LGPS  l Infrastructure
   investing      debt

l Future l Logistics l Toronto l Japanese  l Core real
   of logistics       pension funds  estate

l Global housing l Residential l London l Dutch  l Value-add
   markets l Airports      pension funds  real estate

l Demographics l Retail l New York l Swiss  l Infrastructure
 l Agriculture      pension funds  equity

l REITs l Hotels l Madrid l German   l Real Estate
       institutions  debt

l Future l Office l Seoul l US  l Opportunistic  
   of offices       pension funds  real estate 



2019 Print Advertising & Specifications

Print Advertising Rates
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Rate  1x£

Full page corporate/thought leader  8,500
Double page corporate/thought leader  10,000
Junior page  5,500
Half page  5,100
Quarter page  3,250
Half page spread  10,200
Outside back cover  10,400
Inside front cover  9,750
Inside back cover  9,200

Multiple insertion discounts 3+ 6+
Per page booked 5% 10%

Mechanical Data

Dimensions (mm) Height Width

Double page spread - trim  335  490
Double page spread - bleed  345  500
Full page - trim  335  245
Full page - bleed  345  255
Junior page  212  148
Half page - horizontal  140  210
Half page - vertical  290  100
Quarter page - strip  65  210
Quarter page - box  140  100

Publishing Schedule

Issue 2019 Thought leader deadline  Display advert deadline

Jan/Feb: ESG Special   January 11  January 18
March/April: MIPIM   February 15  February 22
May/June: Top 100 Global RE Investors  April 12  April 19
July/August: Top 100 Global Infrastructure Managers June 14  June 21
Sept/Oct: Top 100 Global Infrastructure Investors September 23  September 30
Nov/Dec: Global RE Manager Survey November 1  November 8

Thought Leader (Sponsored Articles)

Sponsored articles are an ideal opportunity for companies to provide the  
readership of IPE Real Assets with promotional, educational or other editorial,  
research or corporate profiles.

Text should be sent as a Word file. Approximately 1,100 words per page (inclusive 
of title and compliance.) Images/logos etc. should be sent as high resolution (300 
dpi) images. These can be sent as: TIF, JPEG or EPS files. Charts to be sent in Excel.

+VAT where applicable

Advertisement material to be provided as a press optimised 
PDF file. Please add crop marks indicating trim and bleed 
and make sure all files are CYMK and pictures are 300 dpi.

Thought Leadership contributed by Patrizia Immobilien

opment can be found. An increase in the office stock 
(i.e., new developments) is principally the result of 
positive expectations by developers and other market 
players with regard to future demand. As this new 
stock is generally delivered to the market with a time 
lag, vacancy rates play an important role in the es-
tablishment of the new supply-demand equilibrium 
with a changed rental level, since they serve as a sig-
nal for market players to enter or leave the current 

market. Thus, a look at the current deviation of both 
office stock growth and vacancy rates from their long-
term mean provides valuable insight into the cyclical 
movements in the different office markets.

Across the core office markets in Germany, the UK, 
the Nordics, and the CEE, the relationship between 
office stock growth and deviation of the vacancy rate 
from its long-term average shows the expected anti-
cyclical movements. Cycles of strong stock expansion 
– that is above the long-term average growth rate – 
have been complemented by increasing vacancy rates 
since 1992, but this development is not uniform across 
the different markets. 

OFFICE SPACE TRENDS IN EUROPE 
THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE ADJUSTMENT CYCLE

You can download this article at: www.ipe.com/patrizia-immobilien-ipre-May-June2015

Cyclical movements in office space in Europe 
Deviation of stock growth and vacancy rate from long-term average in % pp.
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Germany 

Vacancy rate stock growth 
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United Kingdom 

Vacancy rate stock growth 
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Nordics 

Vacancy rate stock growth 
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CEE 

Vacancy rate stock growth 

Source: PATRIZIA, PMA

The cyclical growth pattern of office stock 
across European markets in the last decades 
has been subject to several structural breaks 
and changes. European office markets expe-

rienced marked changes in the cyclical development 
of demand and supply; economic activity has been 
volatile, the working population is increasingly con-
centrated in the major conurbations, and the financ-
ing environment has drastically changed, all of which 
has resulted in a less flexible supply side. 

In this context, vacant space in an office property 
market plays an important role as an indicator for the 
matching of the tenant demand side with the supply 
side, represented by the existing stock and the devel-
opments under way. But the changed environment 
also results in a different meaning of vacancy in of-
fice markets as the flexibility and mobility of firms 
has increased, resulting often in higher vacancies 
as historically seen and at the same time in greater 
competition especially for “major blue chip” tenants 
between urban centres. As property markets can only 
adjust slowly to an imbalance between supply and 

demand, there will always be a certain level of vacant 
space to facilitate the necessary adjustment processes 
of firms, generally referred to as the “natural vacancy 
rate”. But given the above described developments 
this “natural rate” is by no means constant over time 
and the (long-term) adjustment process in the office 
market will be cyclical around the natural rate, as va-
cant space adapts to both the demand for and supply 
of new space.

When looking at the office stock and its develop-
ment over time across European cities, strong cyclical 
movements as a consequence of extended construc-
tion periods mostly not matching the demand devel-

In Germany, for example, vacancy rates are quite 
volatile and show a strong deviation from their long-
term average, whereas new space supply follows a less 
volatile path since 2004, which surprisingly points to 
a slow down of construction in regard to its long-term 
trend. In comparison, the relationship in the UK has 
been more stable over the last two decades as there 
was only one period with excessive supply, just prior 
to the global financial crisis. A closer look  at the last 
five years reveals the effects of the difficult economic 
development, but at the same time demonstrates 
that with the brightening of the economic outlook 
construction activity is slowly returning to the 
long-term average, anticipating a strong increase in 
demand for space. 

In the Nordics the growth of office stock shows 
a comparatively stable growth pattern, reflecting on 
one hand the economic stability of the main cities, 
but on the other hand, implicating that market fric-
tions are captured mainly through volatile vacancy 
rates rather than distinct development cycles. In case 
of the main CEE office markets, there exists a signifi-
cant oversupply of space due to the strong construc-
tion activities in the mid and late 1990s. Looking at 
the development during the last six years, the rela-
tively low (in comparison to the 1990s) but continuous 
expansion of the office stock has resulted in a steady 
increase in vacancies, as demand did not increase in 
parallel. 

Comparing these four regions, one sees that va-
cancy rates show a structural break, especially in 
Germany and the Nordics, most likely indicating 
that the natural vacancy rate of these markets has 
not been stable since the early 1990s. However, the 
development activity clearly mirrors the economic 
and institutional changes since the global financial 
crisis. But it can also be seen that the relative slow 
down in construction to its long-term average started 
in 2003/2004, some years before the outbreak of the 
global financial crisis, a time when the demand for 
office properties was very strong. 

Finally, as consolidation across European office 
markets continues and tenants try to be more efficient 
in their use of existing space, its becomes obvious that 
in the future depreciation, obsolescence and conver-
sion of properties will play a much more important 
role in increasing or stabilising capital values. 

It can therefore be expected that due to the 
increased demand for grade-A properties (from 
tenants and investors) and the low development 
activity in most markets, market players will tend 
to focus on existing properties and (re)development 
strategies to enhance the quality of buildings to 
secure future cash flow.

Dr. Marcus Cieleback, 
Group Head of Research

Dr. Marcelo Cajias, 
Senior Manager



 

REIM Guide in Print  
& IPE Reference Hub Online

In Print
The REIM Guide is mailed to a circulation of 8,219 with additional copies 
distributed at key industry events. Present your company information across  
a double-page spread in the regions where you invest. The Guide is divided  
into four regions: Europe, Asia Pacific, North America and Latin America.

Online 

The IPE Reference Hub enables your firm to engage with over 15,000 
institutional investors. An investment manager profile on the IPE Reference 
Hub is a versatile branding and content marketing tool that provides scope  
and flexibility:
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REIM Guide 2019

Cost of listings per region  £

1 listing  6,600
2 listings  11,800
3 listings  13,900
4 listings  15,500

+VAT where applicable

+ TOP 100 RANKINGS

ONLINE:

2018
REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT
GUIDE
}EUROPE
}ASIA PACIFIC
}NORTH AMERICA 
}LATIN AMERICA20

18
 R
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DE

Make your   
expertise  
known in  
the pensions  
market

	 Upload unlimited white papers/research 
	 Upload your videos and links to social media 
	 Publish your company news and announcements 
	 Hyperlinks from IPE Real Assets email newsletters  
 drive traffic to your profile 
	 Weekly Reference Hub digest emails sent to  
 our investor database

2019

NEW The IPE Reference Hub now has its own  
dedicated section for Infrastructure managers

You can take an online profile in the Infrastructure section of the  
IPE Reference Hub in combination with a print profile in our June 2019  
Top 100 Global Infrastructure Managers Issue. 

The 2020 print Guide 
will be published in 
November 2019. You 
can still take a 12-month 
online profile on the IPE 
Real Assets Reference 
Hub at any time.
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Leaderboard

Half Page MPU

MPU

REIM Guide 2019

Cost of listings per region  £

1 listing  6,600
2 listings  11,800
3 listings  13,900
4 listings  15,500

+VAT where applicable

Realassets.ipe.com Online Advertising

Offers:

	 A highly effective digital platform to reach global investors and managers.

	 Leaderboard, MPU and Half page MPU formats plus expandable MPU  
 and Leaderboard run of site advertising

* Four or more visits per month

48,099   
Average monthly users

6,572   
Average monthly  
loyal unique users*

110,496   
Average monthly  
page impressions

1m 38s   
Average visit duration

22%   
of visits were  
made via mobile

Key analytics  
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         IPE Real Assets Daily News  
         Email Advertising 

Deliver your message directly into the inbox of your target market on the IPE Real 
Assets Daily News Email service that reaches 20,980 recipients. 

Choose either the top and bottom banner package or a Sponsored link to promote 
your message.

20,980   
Average no. 
of recipients 
per day

18%   
Average  
open rate

15%   
Average  
click thru  
rate (CTR)

IPE Real Assets Webcasts

IPE webcasts are an increasingly popular and innovative way 
of showcasing manager expertise with an engaged online 
audience. IPE markets the client webcast via email and 
captures the registered subscriber details that are delivered 
back to the webcast client post event. The captured webcast 
subscriber details include job title, phone number and 
email addresses (subject to data protection rules). 

	For each webcast, IPE Real Assets appoints an independent moderator to chair  
 and host the event and help the client manage the Q&A interaction plus open and close the webcast.
	A minimum six-week lead-time is required on all webcasts to to help IPE Real Assets achieve the best  
 possible audience.
	The webcast can be hosted either remotely from multiple locations or centrally from one office location.
	The webcast format is a live-recorded ‘session’ of no more than one hour.
	Each webcast is streamed live via a custom-branded player which features the speaker’s photograph,  
 voice, slides and customisable tabs including Q&A/feedback, the facility to ask your own pre-agreed  
 questions of the audience and user support.
	A recording of the webcast is available for anyone unable to attend the live broadcast and is available on  
 the platform for 12 months following the live broadcast.

IPE typically runs 
between 15 - 18 
webcast events  
per year &  
averages a range  
ofbetween 200  
- 400 registrations  
per webcast
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IPE Real Assets Online  
Advertising Rates

Online Advertising

Run of site leaderboard and MPU £45 cpm
Half page MPU and expandable £65 cpm

Technical Specifications

Leader Board 728 x 90
MPU 300 x 250
Half Page MPU 300 x 600
Expandable MPU 300 x 250 (expanding to 600 x 250). Must expand left.
Expandable Leader Board 728 x90 (expanding to 728 x 180). Must expand down.

Accepted formats 

JPG, GIF, FLASH, HTML

IPE Real Assets Dail News Email

Top and Bottom banner £600 per daily email
Sponsored Link  £1,500 per daily email

Technical Specifications

Top and Bottom banner 468 x 60 or 728 x 90
Sponsored Link logo (125 x 35), 
 100 characters of text plus linking url

Webcast

Each webcast includes pre event  

marketing; event and post event  

subscriber registration details £9,000



Events
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IPE Real Estate Global Conference & Awards 2019
Now in its 15th year, the IPE Real Estate Global Conference & Awards 
is firmly established in the Real Estate event calendar and has 
become the premier event for institutional investors.

The full-day conference at the NH Collection Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky  
in Amsterdam on Thursday 16 May, is a forum for investors to examine  
the key issues facing the industry. The evening Awards ceremony will 
recognise and reward best practice, outstanding performance and 
innovation among real estate investors. 

We look forward to working with the institutional investors and the 
judges in 2019.

Our key theme for next year’s Conference will be  
Investing in an Urban Age:  
Growth, Resilience, Complexity and Disruption.

The IPE Real Estate Global Awards 2018 in Milan was a resounding 
success, with 410 delegates representing institutions, asset managers 
and other service providers from across the spectrum and globe.

We attracted a record 196 entries across all categories. From 14 countries  
around the world, the total market value of the institutional investors 
that took part was more than €2.77 trillion, while collectively their  
real estate and real assets under management exceeded €312.1 billion. 

 For more information please contact 
Janet Pearch at +44 20 3465 9303 

or email janet.pearch@ipe.com

GLOBAL CONFERENCE & AWARDS 2019
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Real Assets Business Breakfast Seminar Series 2019
An exciting high-level informal marketing and networking opportunity  
with decision makers at pension funds and other institutional investors  
in selected key European cities. 

COPENHAGEN Tuesday 29 January 
AMSTERDAM Wednesday 30 January 
MUNICH Thursday 31 January

  
 

IPE Real Assets & Infrastructure Conference 2019
IPE’s Real Assets and Infrastructure Conference in October 2019 (date tbc) 
will explore these fast growing asset classes. 

This event will bring together investment decision makers at global pension 
funds, experts from the asset management community’ leading consultants 
and academics. 



Contacts

Commercial Europe                                                                        

Richard Lowe 
Editor 

T  +44 (0)20 3465 9323 
E  richard.lowe@ipe.com

Razak Musha Baba
News Editor

T  +44 (0)20 3465 9312
E  razak.baba@ipe.com

Janet Pearch 
Publisher 

T  +44 (0)20 3465 9303 
E  janet.pearch@ipe.com

Matt Barber
Sales Assistant

T  +44 (0)20 3465 9304 
E  matt.barber@ipe.com

Fanni Javor 
Ad Production 

T  +44 (0)20 3465 9308 
E  fanni.javor@ipe.com

Milena Balac 
Online Reference Hub 

T  +44 (0) 20 7397 5291 
E  milena.balac@ipe.com 

Commercial  
North America

Erik Vanderkolk
Head of North American Business

T  +1 203-550-0385 
E  erik.vanderkolk@ipe.com

Editorial

realassets.ipe.com realassets.ipe.com 




